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Abstract
Bader and Lunardon found a model for the dual of the split Cayley hexagon HðqÞ; q odd
and not a power of 3, using a twisted cubic in PGð3; qÞ: We propose a slightly modiﬁed version
of this model which also works if q is a power of 3, and discuss the connection with a model for
the dual of the twisted triality hexagon Hðq3; qÞ described by Lunardon.
r 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A generalised hexagon is a point–line incidence structure which has an incidence
graph with diameter 6, girth 12 and valency at least 3 in every vertex. The dual of an
incidence structure is the incidence structure which arises if the point set and the line
set are interchanged; clearly the dual of a generalised hexagon is again a generalised
hexagon. For more about generalised polygons we refer to [7].
The split Cayley hexagon HðqÞ of order q; q a prime power, is self-dual if and only
if q is a power of 3. In the usual description of HðqÞ; the points and lines are all
points and certain lines of the parabolic quadric Qð6; qÞ in PGð6; qÞ: This model is
homogeneous, i.e. there is no point or line which plays a special role, but the lines
can be a little impractical to use. For instance, if one wants to know all lines incident
with a certain point, one has to solve a system of equations or use coordinates. Bader
and Lunardon [1] found an alternative construction for the dual of HðqÞ; q odd and
not a power of 3; starting from a twisted cubic in PGð3; qÞ: Their model looks more
complicated than the usual one: it is inhomogeneous, and has four types of points
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and three types of lines. However, it has the advantage that all objects are directly
visible: no additional calculations are needed to determine, for instance, which lines
are incident with a certain point. Inspired by the combination of some of Kantor’s
work [4; 5, Remark 2] with Lunardon’s paper [6], Penttila (pers. comm.) suggested to
the author that it could be worth trying to obtain a model for (the dual of) HðqÞ; q a
power of 3; by modifying the Bader–Lunardon model. In Section 3 we will state the
latter, show where the problem would occur if q was a power of 3, and propose a
modiﬁcation which eliminates the problem.
The points and lines of the twisted triality hexagon Hðq3; qÞ of order ðq3; qÞ; q a
prime power, are the absolute points and lines of the hyperbolic quadric Qþð7; q3Þ in
PGð7; q3Þ under a triality. In Section 4, the dual of HðqÞ is viewed as a subhexagon of
the dual of Hðq3; qÞ; q odd, with the help of a model for the dual of Hðq3; qÞ
developed by Lunardon [6].
2. The twisted cubic in PGð3; qÞ
In this section some properties of the twisted cubic are collected which are
necessary to describe the model of HðqÞ: An extensive treatment can be found in [3].
A twisted cubic is a set S of q þ 1 points in PGð3; qÞ; q a prime power greater than 2;
which can be described canonically as
S ¼ fð0; 0; 0; 1Þg,fð1; u; u2; u3Þ j uAGFðqÞg:
No four points of a twisted cubic are coplanar; in fact, for q odd the twisted cubic is
characterised by being a ðq þ 1Þ-arc in PGð3; qÞ: The projection from a point pAS of
S\fpg onto a plane not containing p is a set of q points lying on a conic, which is
unique if qX5: The line through p and the missing point p0 of the conic is called the
tangent line to S at p; and the plane spanned by p and the tangent to the conic at p0 is
called the osculating plane to S at p: For q ¼ 3 and 4 the tangent lines and osculating
planes to the twisted cubic need to be deﬁned algebraically, see [3]. The tangents to a
twisted cubic form a partial spread of PGð3; qÞ: If q is not a power of 3 and q42;
there exists a unique symplectic polarity of PGð3; qÞ which maps every point of the
twisted cubic to its osculating plane. If q is a power of 3; no polarity of PGð3; qÞ can
be found, but there is a unique degenerate alternating form of the underlying vector
space such that, in the induced action on PGð3; qÞ; p> is the osculating plane to the
twisted cubic at p for every point p of the twisted cubic. The radical of this
alternating form is a projective line R which is the intersection of all osculating
planes to the twisted cubic.
3. A model for the dual of HðqÞ; q odd
The model of Bader and Lunardon was ﬁrst described in [1]. Let Wð5; qÞ be the
symplectic polar space in PGð5; qÞ; q an odd prime power not divisible by 3: Pick a
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point N of Wð5; qÞ; and let S be a three-dimensional subspace of N> which does
not contain N: Let S be a twisted cubic in S such that the points and osculating
planes of S are interchanged by the restriction of the symplectic polarity to S: For
every point u of S let Lu denote the tangent line to S at u: Deﬁne an incidence
structure with the following points:
* N;
* points at distance 2 from N: the points different from N on the lines /N; uS;
uAS;
* points at distance 4 fromN: the totally isotropic planes intersectingN> in a line
(not containing N) contained in a plane /N; LuS; uAS;
* points at distance 6 from N: the points of PGð5; qÞ not lying in N>
and the following lines:
* lines incident with N: the lines /N; uS; uAS;
* lines at distance 3 from N: the lines not containing N in the planes /N; LuS;
uAS;
* lines at distance 5 fromN: the totally isotropic lines intersectingN> in a point
(different from N) of a line /N; uS; uAS:
Incidence is natural, respecting distances toN: In [1] it is proved that this incidence
structure is isomorphic to the dual of HðqÞ:
Let us have a look at the case where q is a power of 3: A twisted cubic S in a
three-dimensional projective space S now gives rise to a degenerate alternating
form; the radical R is a projective line which is the intersection of all osculating
planes to S: In particular, all tangent lines to S contain a point of the radical.
The three-dimensional space S can be embedded in a PGð5; qÞ equipped with a
degenerate alternating form which has the same radical R; and a point N can be
found such that NeSCN>: Every plane /N; LuS; uAS; now contains a
unique point xu of R: Since totally isotropic planes meet the radical, a totally
isotropic plane intersectingN> in a line of the plane /N; LuS must contain xu: As
a consequence, if one tried to apply the Bader–Lunardon construction in the case
where q is a power of 3; the lines at distance 3 from N disjoint from the radical
would not make sense: no point at distance 4 fromN would be incident with such a
line. On the other hand, a line at distance 3 fromN intersecting R would be incident
with q2 points at distance 4 fromN: Hence at least the lines at distance 3 fromN
need to be changed in order to obtain a construction which also holds in
characteristic 3:
The new deﬁnition we propose is the following:
* new lines at distance 3 fromN: the three-dimensional spaces intersectingN> in a
plane /N; LuS; uAS:
Incidence between a point at distance 4 fromN and a new line at distance 3 fromN
remains natural (containment), while a point at distance 2 fromN is incident with
the new lines at distance 3 fromN which lie in its perp. After this change, a new line
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at distance 3 from N is incident with q points at distance 4 from N and with one
point at distance 2 fromN; a point at distance 4 fromN is incident with a unique
new line at distance 3 fromN; and a point at distance 2 fromN is incident with q
new lines at distance 3 from N:
To prove that the modiﬁed construction indeed yields (the dual of) HðqÞ if q is a
power of 3; we will (following an idea of Van Maldeghem cited in [1]) give
coordinates to all points and lines, and identify them with the points and lines of the
dual of HðqÞ as described by coordinatisation [2] in such a way that most of
the incidences are correct. It will turn out that this bijection actually preserves all the
incidences.
Let the degenerate alternating form in PGð5; qÞ be described by the matrix
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 	1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
	1 0 0 0 0 0
2
6666666664
3
7777777775
and put N :¼ ð0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1Þ; such that N> is described by X0 ¼ 0: Let the three-
dimensional space S spanned by the twisted cubic be the one described by X0 ¼
X5 ¼ 0; the twisted cubic itself is
S ¼ fð0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0Þg,fð0; 1; u; u2; u3; 0Þ j uAGFðqÞg:
Obviously, the radical R is the line /ð0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0Þ; ð0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0ÞS: The
osculating plane to S at ð0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0Þ has equation X0 ¼ X5 ¼ X1 ¼ 0; and
the tangent line to S at this point is /ð0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0Þ; ð0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0ÞS: For any
uAGFðqÞ the osculating plane to S at ð0; 1; u; u2; u3; 0Þ has equation
X0 ¼ X5 ¼ X4 	 u3X1 ¼ 0; and the tangent line to S at this point is
/ð0; 1; u; u2; u3; 0Þ; ð0; 0; 1;	u; 0; 0ÞS:
Identify objects in the following way:
* ðNÞ2/N; ð0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0ÞS ¼ /ð0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1Þ; ð0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0ÞS;
* ½k2ð0; 0; 0; 0; 1; kÞ; for all kAGFðqÞ;
* ðk; bÞ2 the three-dimensional space with equations
X1 ¼ kX0;
X2 ¼ 	bX0
(
for all k; bAGFðqÞ
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* ½k; b; k02 the plane with equations
X1 ¼ kX0;
X2 ¼ 	bX0;
X5 ¼ kX4 	 k0X0
8><
>:
for all k; b; k0AGFðqÞ
* ðk; b; k0; b0Þ2/ð0; 0; 0; 0; 1; kÞ; ð1; k;	b; b0; 0;	k0ÞS; for all k; b; k0; b0AGFðqÞ;
* ½k; b; k0; b0; k002ð1; k;	b; b0; k00;	k0 þ kk00Þ; for all k; b; k0; b0; k00AGFðqÞ;
* ½N2N ¼ ð0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1Þ;
* ðaÞ2/N; ð0; 1; a; a2; a3; 0ÞS ¼ /ð0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1Þ; ð0; 1; a; a2; a3; 0ÞS; for all
aAGFðqÞ;
* ½a; l2ð0; 1; a; a2; a3;	lÞ; for all a; lAGFðqÞ;
* ða; l; a0Þ2 the three-dimensional space with equations
X4 ¼ a3X1 þ lX0;
X3 ¼ 	aX2 	 a2X1 þ a0X0
(
for all a; l; a0AGFðqÞ
* ½a; l; a0; l02 the plane with equations
X4 ¼ a3X1 þ lX0;
X3 ¼ 	aX2 	 a2X1 þ a0X0;
X5 ¼ 	lX1 	 l0X0
8><
>:
for all a; l; a0; l0AGFðqÞ
* ða; l; a0; l0; a00Þ2/ð0; 1; a; a2; a3;	lÞ; ð1; 0;	a00; a0 þ aa00; l;	l0ÞS; for all
a; l; a0; l0; a00AGFðqÞ:
It is not difﬁcult to check that this bijection preserves all ﬂags not opposite
f½N; ðNÞg: The ﬂags opposite f½N; ðNÞg are the ﬂags where, in the coordinatisa-
tion, both the point and the line have ﬁve components. The objects in the model
which correspond to the line ða; l; a0; l0; a00Þ and the point ½k; b; k0; b0; k00 are incident if
and only if
	b ¼ 	a00 þ ka;
b0 ¼ a0 þ aa00 þ ka2;
k00 ¼ l þ ka3;
	k0 þ kk00 ¼ 	l0 	 kl;
8>><
>>:
after a little rewriting this is exactly the condition for incidence found in [2]. Thus, we
have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let q be a power of 3; and let S be the incidence structure in which the
points are the points of the Bader–Lunardon model, while the lines are the lines at
distance 1 or 5 from N in the Bader–Lunardon model together with the new lines at
distance 3 from N: Incidences only involving points and lines of the Bader–Lunardon
model are as in this model. Incidence between a point at distance 4 from N and a new
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line at distance 3 fromN is natural (containment), while a point at distance 2 fromN
is incident with the new lines at distance 3 from N which lie in its perp. Then S is
isomorphic to (the dual of) the generalised hexagon HðqÞ:
Note that the modiﬁcation of the model can also be applied in characteristic
greater than 3; it amounts to replacing the lines at distance 3 fromN by their perp.
As the alternating form is non-degenerate in this case, the construction clearly
remains valid.
4. The dual of HðqÞ as a subhexagon of the dual of Hðq3; qÞ
In [6] Lunardon constructs the dual of the twisted triality hexagon Hðq3; qÞ; q odd,
starting from a particular partial ovoid O3 of size q
3 þ 1 of the symplectic polar space
Wð7; qÞ in PGð7; qÞ: This partial ovoid has the property that there exists a partial
spread P of size q3 þ 1 of Wð7; qÞ such that every point p of O3 is contained in an
element Tp of P:
Let Wð9; qÞ be the symplectic polar space in PGð9; qÞ; pick a pointN in Wð9; qÞ;
and let S be a seven-dimensional subspace ofN> which does not containN: Let O3;
respectively P; be the partial ovoid and partial spread mentioned above in the
symplectic polar space Wð7; qÞ arising from the restriction of the polarity to S:
Deﬁne a point–line incidence structure with the following points:
* N;
* points at distance 2 from N: the points different from N on the lines /N; uS;
uAO3;
* points at distance 4 from N: the totally isotropic four-dimensional spaces
intersectingN> in a three-dimensional space (not containingN) contained in a
four-dimensional space /N; TuS; uAO3;
* points at distance 6 from N: the points of PGð9; qÞ not lying in N>
and the following lines:
* lines incident with N: the lines /N; uS; uAO3;
* lines at distance 3 fromN: the three-dimensional spaces not containingN in the
four-dimensional spaces /N; TuS; uAO3;
* lines at distance 5 fromN: the totally isotropic lines intersectingN> in a point
(different from N) of a line /N; uS; uAO3:
Incidence is natural, respecting distances toN: In [6] it is proved that this incidence
structure is isomorphic to the dual of Hðq3; qÞ:
Through any three points of the partial ovoid O3 of Wð7; qÞ there is a unique
three-dimensional space U intersecting O3 in a twisted cubic S; the tangent lines to S
are the intersections Tp-U ; pAS: Moreover, Tp-U is a line if and only if pAS: If q
is not a power of 3; the restriction of the symplectic polarity of Wð7; qÞ to U is
exactly the symplectic polarity interchanging the points and osculating planes of S: If
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q is a power of 3; a degenerate alternating form is induced on U ; p> is the osculating
plane to S at p for any pAS; and the radical R is the intersection of all osculating
planes.
Now let V be a ﬁve-dimensional space containing U and N such that the
alternating form induced on V is non-degenerate if q is not a power of 3; and has
radical R if q is a power of 3: Deﬁne a substructure of the dual of Hðq3; qÞ by only
admitting the points and lines which have maximal intersection with V : If q is not a
power of 3; this yields precisely the Bader–Lunardon model for the dual of HðqÞ: If q
is a power of 3; however, we obtain the structure which arises if the Bader–Lunardon
construction is applied in characteristic 3: As explained in Section 3, the lines at
distance 3 fromN cause problems then. This seems to have been overlooked in [6].
The remedy is similar to the one in Section 3: if the lines at distance 3 from N are
replaced by their perp in the Lunardon model for the dual of Hðq3; qÞ; q odd,
intersection with V yields the modiﬁed construction for the dual of HðqÞ discussed in
Section 3.
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